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1. Extended Abstract 
 

Microwave interactions with snowpack at X-, Ku- and Ka- band involve a large number of unknowns as the snow grain is on 

the order of millimeter while the radar and radiometer footprint and resolution is on the order of meters to kilometers. 

Traditionally, the concept of homogenization has been developed to address random media scattering problem. In the theory 

of dense media radiative transfer (DMRT), Maxwell’s equation is first solved on a block of snow of several wavelengths to 

homogenize the snowpack. In this step, the effective permittivity and the extinction coefficients are derived for the coherent 

wave propagation, and the scattering phase matrix for the incoherent wave. The solution of Maxwell’s equation includes fully 

coherent wave interactions in the near to intermediate field range. These effective parameters are then substituted into the 

radiative transfer equation to propagate the intensity, accounting for incoherent far-field and volume / surface interactions. In 

this second step, the absolute phase information is lost, and coherent far-field and volume / surface wave interactions are not 

included. As such, the approach of DMRT is a partially coherent approach.  

 

In this paper, we report our progress in developing a fully coherent approach for snowpack scattering and emission [1]. The 

approach is based on numerically solving Maxwell’s equation in 3D (NMM3D) directly over the entire snowpack on an 

underlying dielectric half-space. The half-space represents soil beneath terrestrial snowpack or sea ice below the snow cover 

in polar oceans. The radiative transfer equation is no longer used in this new approach. Instead, the entire snowpack is 

discretized and included in a full wave solver with no homogenization approximation involved at all. In this new approach, 

we use bicontinuous media to represent the snowpack. We derive a volume integral equation using half-space dyadic Green’s 

function as the propagator. The half-space Green’s function represents coherent volume-volume interactions and volume-

surface interactions. Periodic boundary conditions are used to truncate the two horizontal directions to simulate a snow layer 

of infinite lateral extent. We use the discrete dipole approximation (DDA) to solve the volume integral equation. The fast 

Fourier transform (FFT) techniques are used to accelerate the matrix-vector multiplications for both the free-space 

contribution and the reflection contribution of the periodic half-space dyadic Green’s functions.  

 

This new approach is a fully coherent approach since Maxwell’s equations are used fundamentally. The scattering field can 

be directly related to the incident field, yielding the scattering matrix of the snowpack with both magnitude and phase. The 

phase information is imperative for polarimetric, interferometric and tomographic radar processing techniques. Speckle 

statistics are derived from the full wave simulation of the scattering matrix. Inherently, the backscattering enhancement effect 

also exhibits itself in the bistatic scattering pattern of the full wave simulation, where a peak is observed near the backward 

scattering direction due to constructive wave interferences between the two coupling cyclical scattering mechanisms. On the 

other hand, the backscattering enhancement effects are not included in the radiative transfer theory [2] where the cyclical 

terms are excluded in the ladder approximation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation of the incoherent field. For passive remote 

sensing, the thermal emission from the snowpack is derived from the full wave field solution of the active scattering problem 

using the reciprocity theorem and the fluctuation dissipation theorem. Results of brightness temperatures and backscattering 

coefficients show oscillations as a function of snow depth and observation / incident angles as a demonstration of the 

coherent layer effects. Results of the fully coherent approach and the partially coherent approach are obtained and compared 

for various snow conditions.  
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